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Time-varying linear systems and invariants of system equivalence
ACHIM ILCHMANNt
In the paper we consider time-varying systems with coefficients depending mero-
morphically on time. In differential operator representations these systems are
described by matrices over a skew polynomial ring with coefficients in the field of
real meromorphic functions. Different kinds of indices (controllability, minimal,
geometric and dynamical) are introduced and it is proved that they essentially
coincide. The input module and the formal transfer matrix are defined and used for
an algebraic description of time-varying systems. A charactqrization of system
equivalence isgiven in these terms and also a complete list of invariants of similarity
for time-varying state-space systems.
1. Introduction
In the present paper we consider time-varying analytic state-space systems of the
form
: i : A x + B u  t
!: Cx + E(D)(u)J
where the matrices A, B and, C are time-varying with entries in





E(D): L n,nt E, defined over,il
i = O
D'..il -.il, f*O(f): I
denotes the usual differential operator.
The associated system matrix of (1.1) is of the form
, :l'' "; o AÄ), "rr(r+p) 
x (tr+n)
with
. { lDl : :  { i  f ,Di l f ,e, i l ,  o<i<k,  ke r \ }
t i = o  )
More generally we will study system matrices defined over
.wlDl, :  { . i ,co' t  f ie"d/,  o<i<k,
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.//:: {f : R--+ Rl/ real meromorphic}
and D:,//--4/, f-D(f):"/ ir the extension of (1.2) to all of .//. "//lDl is an
R-vector space. If we identify any f e "// with the element St--rf G).: fS of end^("//)
and define @f)@): D(/g) then
(nf)@):fE + lg:(fD + l)@ ror f,ge,// (1.4)
Therefore ,//lDl can be considered as an R-subalgebra of end*(.//). From an
algebraic point of view, '//lDf is a skew polynomial ring in D with coefficients in -,//
and the multiplication rule
of : fD+l  for fe- / / (1.5)
As opposed to time-invariant systems, where the system matrix is defined over the
commutative rings R[D], resp. C[D], we consider system matrices over the non-
commutative ring .4/lDl in this paper. Basic results of the theory of skew
polynomial rings are given, for example, by Cohn (1971).
It has already been shown in Ilchmann et al. (1984) that the skew polynomial ring
-//lDl yields an appropriate framework for an algebraic study of time-varying
systems. Different frameworks have been suggested by Kamen (1976) and Ylinen
(1980). Kamen (1976) considers input-output equations of the form
A(z): B(u) (1.6)
where .4 and B are matrices over a skew polynomial ring Jlp], p is a derivative
operator and J a left noetherian ring. The Noether condition appears to be
somewhat restrictive. The set of real analytic functions is not noetherian. Ylinen
(1980) considers equations of the form (1.6) where .4 and B are defined over a skew
polynomial ring with coefficients in any subring of G* (i.e. the space of infinitely
differentiable complex-valued functions on an open real interval) which does not
contain zero-divisors.






P(D)z: f  f  ,n ' re-/ / lDl '
is obtained by formal multiplicatio n ,i,lo*lrl, *nr"
P(D)(z): f P,r,'tl-,4'
denotes the action of the differerri"l "p";",o r P(D) on z.
In $ 2 we give some basic results for time-varying systems described by higher-
order differential equations of the form
(r.7)
where the matrices P, Q, Y and W are defined over .//lDl (cf. Ilchmann et al.(1984). These equations extend the differential operator representation as intro-
duced by Rosenbrock (1970) to linear time-varying systems.
P(D)(z): Q(D)(u) 1
y: v(D)(z) + w(D)(u))
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In $ 3 we generalize Rosenbrock's (1970), resp. Kalman's (1971), definition of
controllability indices to state-space systems with real analytic coefficients. It is
shown that a system of the form (1.1) is controllable if and only if its sum of
controllability indices coincides with the dimension of the system.
h $ a -//lD)-right submodules of ,/{lDl' are analysed and minimal bases of these
modules are characterized. This is an extension of Forney's main theorem (1975,
p.495). Minimal indices of a module are defined. Analogously to the time-
invariant case (see Münzner and Prätzel-Wolters (1979\\, the set of transformation
matrices which transform a minimal basis of a module to another minimal basis is
characterized.
In $ 5 the mathematical theory of modules over the non-commutative ring "illDl
as developed in $ 4 is used for systems-theoretical questions. It is shown that for a
system of the form (1.7) the right rtrlDl-input module
p(P(D), Q@D: {u e .4/lDf^p z e JllDf :P(D)z: Q@)u}
is invariant under system equivalence. For analytic state-space systems, we provide
a proof that the set of controllability indices and the set of minimal indices of
p(DI,-,4, B) coincide. From knowledge of the controllability matrix of a con-
trollable system of the form (1.1) a minimal basis of p(DI,- A, B) is constructed.
Brunovskj, (1970) derives a complete set of invariants for the action of the full
feedback group on time-varying state-space systems. These 'geometric indices' are,
in general, time-varying. For analytic state-space systems they are constant on R\N,
where N is a discrete set. In $ 6 it is proved that, on R\N, the set of geometric indices
coincide with the set of controllability indices and with the set of the minimal indices
of the input module of a given analytic stat'e-space system.
In $ 7 we introduce a left skew polynomial field "//(D) of "//lD). This enables us
to define a formal transfer matrix VP tQIW over .//(D) for systems of the form
(1.7). It is invariant under system equivalence. In contrast to time-invariant
systems, no interpretation is possible via the Laplace transform. The formal transfer
matrices form an R-algebra. In Ilchmann et al. (1984, Definition 7.2) an
input-output map for systems of the form (1.7) is defined. We prove that for two
systems, the formal transfer matrices coincide if and only if the input-output maps
coincide.
In $ 8 it is shown that the module
{ue.//lD)^l(VP 'Q + W)ue.//lDfe} (1.8)
of an observable system of the form (1.7) coincides with the input module of the
system. This is an extension of Forney's (1975) results. The dynamical indices are
defined as the minimal indices of the module (1.8).
In $ 9 we provide a proof that two systems of the form (1.7) are system-equivalent if
and only if their input modules and their formal transfer matrices coincide.
Furthermore, as an extension of Popov (1972), we specify a complete set of similarity
invariants for controllable analytic state-space systems.
2. Preliminaries
In the present paper we consider time-varying finite-dimensional linear systems in
the differential operator representations
761
P(D)(z): Q(D)(u) I
y: v(D)(z) + w(D)(u)) (2 .1 )
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w ith P(D) e ./{ f .Dl' "', Q@) e -4/ lDl' " ^ , V (D) e ..4 lDfo " ^  and, W (D) e .// lD)r, -
ueZt-;: {ue(G*)'lsupp a bounded to the left}
ze(G*) 'and ye(G*)e .
Following Ilchmann et al. (1984) we suppose:
(Al) im Q@) c im P(D)
i.e. for every input u there exists a solution z with P(D)(z): Q(O)(u)
( 2) P(D) is full w.r.t. .ry'
i.e. P(D) is non-singular and if z is real analytic on a non-void open interval I




P:  I  
-  
l e .4 lD fd+P tx ( ' +m l
L V  W ]
is called the system matrix corresponding to equation (2.1) and assumptions (A 1) and
(A 2).
For simplicity's sake, we often write P instead of P(D).
The class of systems of the form (2.1) includes (cf. Ilchmann et al. 1984):
(i) time-invariant systems in differential operator representation as introduced
by Rosenbrock (1970);
(ii) system matrices with Pe.&lD]"" non-singular and in normed upper trian-
gular form as dealt with in Ylinen (1980); and
(iii) analytic state-space systems, i.e. systems of the form (1.1).
The system * : Ax * Bu is identified with the pair (A, B)e sxln"("+^). For systems
f p, -o,1
Fr :  I  le l t72 l1<"+o x ( r i *m) ,  i :1 ,2
Lv, W -l
the concept of system equivalence is introduced (see Ilchmann et c/. (1984), Prop-
osition 5.3) as follows:
F, is sysferr- equiualent to Fr, written Fri Fr, iff there exist matrices \ Tr, X, Y
over .ltlDl of compatible dimension with
f r  o l  f r ,  v l
I  l P , : P , l  
'
I  Q . 2 )
L x  r o ) '  - L o  r . J
and f, Pr, resp. Pr,Tr, are left, resp. right, coprime.
For a given system
"  :  [ ; , f f . * r r ( t r+p,x( '+n,
the solution space
M(P, Q) t: {(t, u)r e(G*)' x al/^lP(z): Q@)} (2.3)
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(where, in order to simplify the notation we use (z,u)r instead of (zr,ar)r) can be
decomposed into the direct sum of the R-vector space of forced motionslstarting from
zero
M *(P, Q):- {(r", u)r e M(P, Q)a(al/ '  x all^) (2.4)
and the R-vector space of free motions
ker P x {0} : - {(z', 0)r eM(P, Q)} (2.s\
The assumption that P is full is essential for the decomposition. In contrast to the
time-invariant case where M(P, Q) is an R[D]-module, for time-varying systems of the
form (2.1) M(P,Q) is in general only an R-vector space and not an R[D]- or
.6lDl-modu,le.
3. Controllability indices
In this section we introduce controllability indices and characterize controllability
for time-varying state-space systems, whose coefficients depend analytically on time.
For (A,B)6-6/n'{t+^) and leN we define
Kt(A, B): :  l (DI,-  A)o(B), . . . , (DIn- A\,(B) l  (3.1)
where
(DI,-  A)o : :  In and (DI,-  A) i  : :  (DI,-  A) . . .  (DI,-  A)
-----lm-
If the transition matrix of i-.4x is denoted,by QQ,ro), or briefy by @, the matrix
K(A,B) : :  K" - r (A ,B) :Ö10- tB , (O- ' tB) , . . . , (d - tB) ( ' - t ) l  Q.2) .
is said to be the controllability matrix of (A, B) (see Silverman and Meadows (1967)).
Definition 3.1
Let  R be  a  r ing  and GL" (R) ; :  { ,4eRn*n l3A- re  R"n :AA- r  :  I , } .
Two systems
f or,- ,t - Bl f Dr,- A' - B'1P:  I  l ,  P ' :  I  le . { lD1{ ,+o t " tn+
L C E(D)) L C'  E' (D)_l
are called (analytically) similar (via T), written P:F', if there exists a T
such that
A T - T A ,  : \  B ,  : T B ,  C ,  : C T - t ,  E ( D ) : E , ( D )
These equations are equivalent o
t; i,fl''';^ il]:l''';o "1,][;;]
Lemma 3.1
If tr and F'as given in Definition 3.1 are similar via Tit follows that





For i:0 the equality holds by Definition3.1. If the assertion is valid for i>0
then
(D I, - A' ), *' (B' ) : (D I, - A')|T(D I, - A),(B)l
:lT(Dr"- A)fl(Dr,- A),(B)f tr
As. a consequence, for the controllability matrices of similar systems, (A, B),
(A' 
, B'\ e dn x (n+ m) we have
T. K(4, B): K(A" B'   \ (3.3)
Applying Rosenbrock's deleting procedure (see Rosenbrock (1970), p. 90) to K(A, B)
for a given (A, B)e.&" "('+') we get
H :  :  Lb ,  r ö (ö-  tb  r ) ,  . . . ,  (ö -  tb  r )& ,  -  \ ,  b  r ,  . . . ,  (ö - ,  b_)G^-  !1 ,  gn  x  n '  (3 .4 )
with n'( n where br,...,b^ denote the columns of B. If h:0 the corresponding
column in Il is omitted.
Note, if ö(ö-'aS'o is linearly dependent on its predecessors then d(d-lb,;r;*rt it
too. This is not valid, in general, if one constructs a matrix r1(r) for fixed r e R and




The numberS ftr, ..., k. are called the controllability indices of (A, B)and because of
(3.3) they are invariant under similarity.
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;t)/ l-exp rt l( A , B ) : : I O . , r .  l r - t\  L O
It is easily computed
[exn 
r




H : l b r , b r , b r f
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Definition 3.2
A system
f  o t - - ,q  -B- l
I le 'i l7n14* o) x (n + u )
L c E(D)J
iscal led control lablei f  forany(xo,/o)eRo x Rthereexists atr>toandaueal l^with
supp u q [to, tJ such that
f t r
$(tr, t)xo * J,"frr, s)B(s)u(s) d  : 0
where {(', ro) denotes the transition matrix of (A, B).
Other authors (for example, Kalman (1962)) only require that the control
functions are piecewise continuous. But for analytic state-space systems it is not
restrictive to require that ueQ/^. Moreover, controllability and total controllability
(i.e. controllability in every open non-void subinterval of R) coincide for these systems




l : : r k B :  I  I
i : k i > 0
then the following are equivalent:
(i) tr is controllable
(ii) rk K(.4, B): n
(iii) rk K"-'(A, B): n
m(iv) | lc;: n
Proof 
t=1
As mentioned above, it is not restrictive if ue'A^, and therefore'(i)+(ii)'can be
proved using Silverman and Meadows (1967, p.69). '(ii)e(iv)' and '(iii)e(ii)' are
immediate. It remains to prove'(ii)=(iii)': without restriction of generality assume
kr2l , . . . ,kr)-1, kr*,  k^:0. The assumption that there exists i )  1 such
that k,> n - l* 1 leads to the contradiction
I
n :  
, L = r k , > l - l + n - l r 1 : n
There fore  k i4n- /+1 for  i : l , . . . ,mand ( i i i ) i sp roved.  n
4. Minimal bases of "ülDf-right modules
In this section we analyse submodules of the free .4{lDl-right module .,(lDl' and
characterize their minimal bases.
' : [ " ;
indices kr, . . . ,
A -81
le ' i l fn1a* n) x (r * m)E(D)I
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rf oz is a right- (left-) .ulDl-module, its rank is the cardinality of any maxrmal
right- (left-) linearly independent (over ,//lDl) subset of element of zn (see Cohn (1971,
p. 28)). Since "/{lDf is a right and left euclidean domain (see Ore 1933) it follows for
the free .tlDf-right module dllDl' that each of its submodules is also free and of
rank at most r (see Cohn (1971, p.46)).
For a matrix P e .//lDl'"k the column (row) rank is defined as the rank of the right(left) -lllDl-submodule of "//lD)'("//lDlt'k) spanned by the columns (rows) of
P. Both ranks coincide (see Cohn (1971, p. 195)).
For u: :  (ur, . . . ,u,)r  e-/ . / lDl ,  let
deg u : :  max {deg u i .  i :  1 . . . . ,  r }
where deg ut denotes the usual degree of ut e-tlDl.
F or V : lu r, ..., uol e .//lDl' " k let 7,: : deg u, be the ith index of V (l ( I ( k) and
ord V:: 
-l ,tr, the order of V.
Let nabe a right-"//ln-l submodule of .//lDf, , written ", c, -//lDl, . If rz is of rank
k then ve.//lD)'"k is called a minimal basis of m lf on: v. -//lD)k, i.e. z is a basjs of
an, änd I/ has the least order among all bases for an.
Li
Let u,: L Dr,,for i : l, ..., k. Then the leading (column) coefficient matrix of Zj = o
is defined as
lVl r  :  :  lD r , ; , , ,  . . . ,  ur" ,h]
Note that this matrix does not depend on the side on which the coefficients of the
column polynomials u, are written.
The following proposition characterizes a minimal basis of a -/llDf-submodule of
-//lDf'. This is a generalization of Forney's main theorem (1975, p.495), see also
Münzner and Prätzel-Wolters (1979, p.293).
Proposition 4.1
Let  rn:V. . / / lDlk  wi th Z:  l t ) r , . . . ,uu]e. / / lDl , "k  and,  ) , r , . . . , ,1 ,0 denote the
indices of Z Then the following are equivalent:
(i) I/ is a minimal basis of rya
(ii) rk flzl,: /a
( i i i )  For  an!  x : (* r , . . . ,  xk)r  e-ü lDlk\ {O}
degVx:  max {deg x,  + ) " )x ,10}
(iv) For de [\, d )A the -//-vector space
z n o : :  { u e z t e l d e g u ( d }




( i )=( i i ) :  Let  (m1, . . . ,mo)re. .y ' / t \ {O} such that  i  t r , l ,  mi :0 and to be the
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maximal index of Z with mo*0. Then
*  *  / t i - t  \
u'. . :  L u,DQo-^)1n.:  I  {  L Dtr, ,+ üiu,.^ lDrt ,  t rm.i = ö . ?  i = \ H \ j = o  /
k l i r  L , r .:  I  I  Diu,,D{to  ^' r* ,+ |  ö,1D,^"  ^ , tu, ,^,+w;)mii = 8 7 j = o  i = o t
with w, such that deg w, < )r- l,
: w * D ^ o f r , , ^ , ^ ,
i = S t
with w such that degw<),
Since
/ k \
ur : l u ' -  I  u ,DQ,  Dm, lm ; r
\  ; = $ , i * p  /
the matr ix  [ur , . . . ,  Do-bD' , t )p+r , . . . ,u . ]  is  a basis  wi th lower order  than V.  This
contradicts (i).
(i i)+(i i i): Let x : (x,, ..., i lr e "// lDlk\{o}. Then
k
degVx: deg I  u;x,1r ' ; :1s* {deg x, *  )" ,1x,*0}: 'a
L e t l , : :  d e g x r  f o r  i :  1 , . . . , k " r d  " . :  { ; .  { 1 , . . . , k } l l , + ) " , : q 1 .  T h e n
t l i r i
V * : L L D t r , . , L D r * , u







with y r,, such that de9 | uii < lt
with y such that deg y < a
(iii)+(iv): Use similar arguments as in Münzner and Prätzel-Wolters (1979.
p.294).
(iv)+(i): For de N let h(d) :: I 
. 
1, i.e. the number ofindices of V equalto d. (iv)
yields
h ( d ) :  L  @ + r - ) . ' ) + ( d - r - t r , ) - 2 ( d - 1 ) -  L  @ - r - 1 )
i : , l r ( d  i : ) , , = d
:  L  U + r -  7 ) +  L  @ - 2 + r - 1 , ) -  L  U - r -  t , )
i : i , 4 d  i : , l i < d  i : t t : d
- 2  L  @ - 1 + r - t r , )
t : t ; <d
: dim* nza I dimn nd- 2 - 2 dim-a ."a- 1
:  D 'L  u i ^ i x i t i +  y
i e N
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If (iv)is valid,h(d) is only determined by the module, not by the specific basis. All
bases which satisfy (iv) have the same order,i,:,ä ).,: Lrd.h(d). Since for a
minimal basis of az (iv) is fulfilled, it follows that V is a minimal basis. I
Remark 4.1
The last part of the above proof shows that two minimal bases of a given
submodule mcr. . f r f  Df '  havethesamesetof indices.  Wecal l theindicesofaminimal
basis of * t#ön4äes of -.
Remark 4.2
Given -' c, "//lDl' of rank k one can select k vectors which form a basis of ., (see
Rosenbrock (1970, p.96)). Part '( i)+(i i) '  of the above proof leads to an algorithm
which starts with an arbitrary basis of m and constructs a minimal basis in a finite
number of steps.
Definition 4.1
Let m, -'' c, -//lD)'. A right-.// [D] homomorphism r! :-z--+ ttz' is called degree-
preseruing if deg o : degl/@) for every u e ro. Let
f 
-,: {Ü : m + ml1l1 is a right--// [D] isomorphism]
Fixing a minimal basis Z of a given submo dule -z s -//lDf' one obtains a bijective
map:
h : {V ' lV ' i s  a  m in ima l  bas i s  o f  o r \ - l *
V'r--+h(V'l: Yxs+V'x
(cf. Münzner and Prätzel-Wolters (1979).
To every h(V')ef- one can assign a unique basis transformation matrix
TeGL,@lDl with h(V'):y7. If V and V are two minimal bases of on with
ordered indices ), 2 .. . 2 71, and V : VT then ? is an element of
{ ^": {tt o'* t*l'lllo"t tii < 1i 
- li for 't' ( 2;l
(.  I  r, ; :0 for ),> 7,J
This implies that T is of the following form:
with square diagonal block corresponding to the columns of Zwith the same degree.
Proposition 4.2
Let V be a minimal basis of a submodnle.rrcr'//lDl, of rank /c with ordered
indices t r ,2  . . .2)o.  Then V:VTis a min imal  basis  of  . i f  and only i f  Te{^.
,:LT ;]
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Proof
Let  V:  fDr ,  . . . ,  u1, ] ,  V:  [ur .  . . . .  uu]  and T:  ( t , ; ) , " , r "0.
'+': IJse the same arguments as in Münzner and Prätzel-Wolters (1979, p.295).
'e': First we show that the indices of 7 coincide with those of Z Consider a
subse t  J : :  { p , . . . ,  / }  o f  t he  m in ima l  i nd i ces  w i th  2 r -  r 11 r :  . . .  -  h1 ) t * r .  Then
k
deg u, : d"g I u"' j < max {deg u,r,rl 1 < , < k} < max {(L + Q j - ,t ')) l I < , < k} : . i j
Therefore rc)= i ' . l there ex is ts  ioe J such that  / ,o , r l0  (s ince Te{- , the d iagonal
blocks are invertible over "//). This implies
degi , :  degVt, :  max { (deg ru r  l i \ l t i i+0}  > deg t ,o , ,  * Aio:  ) ' i
which proves that
d e g u r : d s g u  f o r l ( i ( k
If j e J we have the representation
i ; : u r t o i  +  . . .  +  u l t l i I u l a J r + t , j l  . . .  + u k t k j
Since tp i , . . . , t , . ,e" / /  and degu, t , r { ) t ,  for  le{ l+ 1, . . . ,k}  we conclude that
ln)t: 
-l [u;Jrrrrt where rfi is the coefficient of D^; 
^' int,,. Therefore lvl,: lV),T*
and T* is invertible since the diagonal blocks of 7 and T* coincide and
Te GLo Q//lDl. So [Z], has full rank arid Zis a minimal basis. tr
5. The input module and its minimal indices
For a system
P :  [ :  
- . .? ] .  
. ly ' lD l '   n+p 'x '   n+ n,
L V  W )
Ilchmann et al. (1984) analyse the differential equation F((2, u)t) : (0, y)r for
(r ,u,y)e(g*) x '1/^ x(G*)0. In this sect ion the algebraic equat ion
Pz:Qu for (2,u)e,//lDl x "//lDl^
is considered.
Definition 5.1
Given F as above and the projection
nt :.//lDl x "//lDf^'-+ .//lDl^, (2, u)r--+u
the input module of Q is defined as
where
p(P, Q)'.: nz(ket lP, - Ql)" .//lDf^
ker  [P ,  -Q] : :  {xe" / / lD f+  ' l [P ,  -Q]x :0 ]
We use this notation in order to show the close connection with time-invariant
systems as analysed in Münzner and Prätzel-Wolters (1979). Note that p(P,Q)
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coincides with the kernel of the controllability map
E:'ftlDl^--+.//lDf'lP . .//lDl', u++ Qu + P . .//lDf
The following lemma shows that the minimal indices of the input module are
invariant under system equivalence.
Lemma 5.1
For two system matrices
f p ,  -o ,1
t r , :  I  le - / | lD1a '+o  x ( r i+m) ,  i :1 ,2L v ,  W l
with F, Pll9 P, it follows that p(Pr,Qr): tt(Pz,Q).
Proof
use Ilchmann et al. (1984, Proposition 5.3) to describe the system isomorphism.
Then the proof is similar to Münzner and Prätzel-wolters (1979, Proposition 4). r
A consequence of the following proposition will be that the input module of an
analytic state-space system can be characterized in terms of the matrices (D1" - A)t(B),
see (3.1).
Proposition 5.1
Let (A, B)e 541n"{n+^t and u: 
,ä 
r,(- t)tr, : 
,ä 
(-l)iüiDte "UlD)-. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) ue p(DI"- A, B)
(ä )  K ' (A ,  B) . (uo , . . . ,u , ) ,  : ' i ,  (D I , -  A) i (B)u t :0




We make us of two multiplication rules which can easily be proved by induction.
Let Ne// lD)n"^,keN and xo,. . . ,xoe./ /" .  Then
N Dk : i, - r r'(1)a--'r,,,,',
h  k  k  /  1 \N I  D ix , :  L  o ,  I  t - r ) ,  , {  ,  . lN ,^  ' , * ,i - 0  i = 0  t = i  \  - , /
(5.1)
(s.2)
(i)+(ii): lf ö(., ro) denotes the transition matrix of i : Ax then lDI,- A)x: Bu
for xe.//lDln is equivalent o
D I , ö - t x : ö  l B u (s.3)
Let x :: 
rt' 
Otf ,:: ö-lx and B:: ö-, B. Use of (5.2) yields that (5.3) is equivalent
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k k k / r \
,är , r ,_,  : ,är ,p t_r)^_,( l  
" , )^^_ut_   r r^u^
Comparing the coefficients we get for i: 1,...,k
k k / t \
0: loB@ut and x;_r :  
,E,(-  t ) ' ( ,  
^ 
, )^^-rr^ (s.4)
By Lemma,3.l, the first equation in (5.a) is equivalent o (ii). on the other hand,let a
satisfy (ill'Then, using similarity and the second equation in (5.4), xe.//lDf, is
defined such that lDrr"_, Afx: Bu.
(i)e(iii): Let x: 
.l x,Di e/([D]' such that
k - l  k(DI , -  A)x :  L  (x ,Drn+(Dr , -  A) (x , ) )Dt :  B  I  (_ t ) tü iD ii : O  
.  
, = O
By comparing the coefficients we get
(DI,-  A)(x):  Bso
xo * (D I n - A)(x r) : Bü t(- l)
:
xr-  z I  (DI,  -  A)(xo- )  :  Bü*- t (-  l )k- 1
x r - r  *  ( D I " -  A ) ( x o ) :  B ü k (   \ k
(s.5)
Substitution yields
0: Büo-(Dr,-  A)(BüJ-\-(Dr,- .4X.. . ) )  :  i  r r , , -  A),(Bü)
on the other hand, if (ii i) is valid, by (s.s) xe-uln]',, o.on"d such that
IDI,- Alx: Bu. This proves (i). LJ
For ( ,4,  B)e"6ln"t"+^) the map
R o,": "//^lDf - ",//"
i  r t t -  l ) iu,r--+ K'  (A, B)(uo, . . . ,  u,)r
is a right .y'/-homomo.;;*- using this notation we obtain the followine.
Corollary 5.1
(i) The map ü:kerlDI,- A, - B)-*ker R o,u(2, u)r r-u
i s a de gree-preserving,il lDl-right isomorphism.
(ii) ker Re.u: 1\DI,- A, B)
ProoJ'
(2, u)r eker LDI, - A, - Bl implies that deg z < degu and therefore ry' is degree-
preserving. That r! is surjective and injective is a direct consequence of the proof of
Proposition 5.1 '(i)e(ii)'. 11
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ith column
and Bi is omitted if k,: g
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The following lemma will be used to prove that the set of controllability indices of
a state-space system coincides with the set of minimal indices of its input module.
Lemma 5.2
Let (A,B)eaJn"{n+n) be controllable with controllabil i ty indices kr,...,k^.
There exist T e GL,(.//) and U e GL,t^Qlfi such that
l -z  '  0 l( i )  T . lD r , -  A ,  -B l . l  l : lD t , -  A "  -B ' f




s; : :  k ,  *  . . .  *  /c ;  for
(t1) TlDr,- A, -
where
m and k, > 0, and the '*'3 are elements of .//.
o l
,  l U  :  [ d i a g  ( L , ,  . . . . L , ) , 0 n , r . _ t ]r ^ )
/ ' :  I  t : r k t B
i : / < ; > 0
I
' . 1
I  e . i l lDfk ' /  
tk i *  t t  for  k ,  > 0
-11
ry property which will be used in the proof. Let
and
L i ' . :
Proof
First we show an
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gr, be.y'/n, re 0\ be such that
Then
, ^ r , - [ o  f o r Y ( r
| . l  f o r  v : r +  I
o r r ,  1 . , , , t - f  o  f o r l * v ( r
[ ( - t t "  f o r 4 * v : r * l (5.6)
This is proved by induction on p. Assume that the assertion is valid for p < r + 1.
Let  p*v: r .  By assumpt ion,  g(r )b(v+t l : ( -1)p,  and s ince g{r )6 ' tn t :0 we have
0:  (gt t r l6 tv t ; ' -  g(p+r)bo)  I  g tut6tu+ 1)  -g(p+1)b( ' )  + (_ l ) r .  Therefore g0 '+1)b! \  _
( - 1 ) r * t .
Let p -t v <r. Then by assumption gribot: g(p)b(v+ 1) - 0. Thus 0 : (g(t')b(,)':
g(p+l)b(v) + 0. This completes the proof.
We proceed in several steps.
(a) Without restriction of generality we may assume that A :0. Let
B: \br , . . . ,b^f .  For  I l  as g iven in (3.a)  use the representat ion In-  I l -1 I l  in  the
following form
l b r ,  . . . ,  b t '
1
8 s ;  1 +  I i i - - - - - i
L _ _ _ _ _ l
8 s -  1 +  1
:
8"-






s(k r  1 )ö s 1
_ _ . - "
o
i





. - - - - t
I
I
__  _ _,j





I g . ,  I
t l
|  '  ,  I  t r t . . . ' .  b . l  
: 0 , 0 , -  r ) x ( m - i +  r )
Lt$'-''l
Let  je { t , . . . , * } .  (a )  imp l ies  g" ,by \  :0  fo r  v :0 , . . . ,  k t -2  and k i rO.
same arguments as in ( fr)  we obtain Cg) 'bjr) :0 for p*v {k,-2.
6 . )  I t  remains  to  show tha t  g ! f ' - t ) \b , , . . . ,b^ ) : (1 , * , . . . , *X-1) * ' - t
and (pr) one concludes that
,  r , " , : F o  f o r v ( / < ' - 2ö s i " r  
l l  f o r v : k i - l
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prove:  B ' :HrB.  I t  suf f ices to show for  ie  {1,  . . . ,m} and k '>0 that
c , , - l  I  o  i  o  I
, ,  .  l  r r , . . . . . b i . . . . , r . 1 : l  0 -  .  
- 0  




[ b , .  . . . .  b , -  r l  : O r i  r ( i -  r )
Let  je{1, . . . ,  t -  1} .  Then by (a)  i t  is  known that  g"  b j " )  :0  for  v  :0, . . . ,  kr -  1 and
k i > 0 .  l f  k j -  1 < k , - l  l e t
bf t l  :  K ouo+ . . .  + K*,  -  ruf ; r*  K1, , (u r ,u. ,  . . . ,  r ' t  j  r ,k j )0,  . . . ,  0) t
w i t h  u , . , : 0  i f  b ( i )  i s  no t  a  co lumn  o f  H  and  K i : : (D In -A ) r (B ) .  Us ing  (a )  we
concludä g",bj.t;t : g. Proceedinginrthis way we obtain g",br(") :0 for v:0, ..., k; - 1
and  k r>O.  I f  k j : 0  l e t  b r :  
E rb^u^  
w i th  u r :0  i f  k t , :O .  Then  g "b ! ) :
J  L  Y  / r r \
g,,  I  I  (  . .  l f l " -"u ' f \  andthe foregoing impl ies that g",b|  :  0 for v :0, . . ' ,k i -  1.
t =  |  y = o  \ F /
For  je  U, . . . , i -  l )  use  o f  (5 .6 )  y ie lds  g ! i )b j " ) :0  fo r  p+v4k , -1 .  Th is  p roves
the assertion.







0 1 : ü
1
ith column
[ , ; - , ]
(v) It
0 :  v l l r
the resu
p  *  v  4 k i - 2
p - l v : k , - l
r e 'ly'n and vIlr : Q. Using (B)
follows that v", : 0, . .., v"- : 0.
I' ( - 1 ; t ' - r
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a n d  B ,  i s  o m i t t e d  i f  k , : 9 .  v .  H r B : 0  i m p l i e s  v , , - r : . . . : v , _ - r : 0 .  P r o c e e d i n g
in this way we have v :0, which proves the claim.
(ä) To prove part (i) of Lemma 5.2 define
fn ; '  o l
lDI,- A', -B' l : :  H[D1". -Bfl I
L O  I ^ )
Since ril : rrT(HT - t)i - HT) it follows that for H'rA'' : H'r, A' has the claimed form.
(e) Part (ii) of Lemma 5.2 is easily proved: One can choose an elementary matrix
U' over .// such that in lDl, - A', * B'lU' the '*' of .4' are annulled. Multiplying the
columns of B' by units and exchanging the columns of the matrix gives the claimed
lorm.
Note, that in Lemma 5.2 we do not caIl (A', B) a normal form of (.4, B) since T is not
necessarily an element of GL"(.ü).
Proposition 5.2
Let (A, B\ e 541" " t"+ n) be controllable. Then
(i) The set of controllability indices of (A, B) coincides with the set of minimal
indices of p(DI^- A, B).
( i i )  d im.rr '  p(DI"-  A,B) :m.
Proof
By analogy to Rosenbrock (1970, pp.96 and 97)itcan be proved that the minimal
indices of ker lDI,- A,Bf are invariant under transformations as considered in
Lemma 5.2. Then the proposition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2. n
Now we discuss the relations between the input modules of time.varying and time-
invariant systems.
For [P,  -Q]e. /APl 'x( r+4)  le t
/n1o1(P,  Q) :  :  {ue R[D] ' l  3  z  e R[D] ' :Pt  :  Qu]
Consider a time-invariant controllable state-space system (A,B)eRrx(r+n). Then
Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 1.1 in Rosenbrock (1970, p.96) yields:
dimnro, tr(DI"- A, B): ru : dim*rr, 1t(DI,- A, B)
Proposition 4.2 implies that for every minimal basis Ü of p(DI,* A, B) there exists a
transformation matrix Te{* such that Ü :Uf and UeR[D]"- with constant
coefficients. For an arbitrary controllable system (A,B)e,iln"(n+-) th€ module
t{DI,-,4, B) does not necessarily possess a minimal basis over R[D]. Consider for
example
[ t  + o 1 r - l ) +  D 2 U - 2 )  t + D r  t l
t lU , : l  0  l + D r  t l
L o  o  -11
which is a minimal basis of H(DIz, B), where B is defined as in Example 3.1. It can
easily be concluded that U cannot be transformed to a minimal basis over R[D].
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Example 5.1
We illustrate how (.4, B) as given in Example 3.1 is transformed to (A' , B') as given
in Lemma5.2. We only calculate the matrix B'; A'is left to the reader.
|  - e x p ( - r )  |  - 2 t - t  f
H t : ( t - 2 ) t l . * 0 , - r ) ( r - l )  l  t  I
L o o ft--2tt ' l
Since sr:2 and sz:3, it is calculated that II, as defined in (a) of the proof of
Lemma 5.2 is of the form
0  1 1
and
I o  o  o - lt lB ' : H r B : l - l  l 0 l
L  o  r  r J
In the remainder of this section we construct a minimal basis of the input module
of a controllable state-space system. (Cf. Kalman (1971) for the time-invariant
case.) Let (A,B)esg""{n+-)be controllable and use the notation as given in (3.1),
(3 .2 )and (3 .a ) .  Fo r i e {1 , . . . , * }  t he reex i s tun iquee lemen ts  ) . , , , o f  . / /  such tha t
ö (ö - tb .1 ' u ' :B (7 r ,o , . . . ,A^ ,o ) '  + " ' + l (D I , -A )k ' - r@) f ( l ! . k i - r> . . . ; t r ^ . * ,  t ) r
+ lö@- tbr ; t * ' ) ,  . . . ,  ö(0 tb, -  r ) (o ' ) l ( t r r ,  o , ,  . . . ,  l , ,  r . r , ) '
with
) t , i :o  ] f  ö(ö rbt )o (H
For i :  1 .  . . . .  m def ine
k i -  |
u i :  L  D ie lYer , j , . . . , l ^ , j ) r  +  D& ' ( -  l )u ' (L r ,u , , . . . ,  A ,  , , r , , -  l ,  0 ,  . . . ,  0 ) r  (5 .7 )j = o
Using this notation we obtain the following.
Proposition 5.3
For a contro l lab le ( ,4,  B)ed" x(r+n)  the matr ix  IJ  : :  lur , . . . ,u^]e. / , / lD)^"^ wi th
u, as defined in (5.7) is a minimal basis of p(DI,- A, B).
Proof
Let V: lo r, ..., u.l be a minimal basis of p(DI ^  - A, B). Assume without restric-
tion of generality that kr> ... >- k^. Since the minimal and the controllability indices
coincide, let deg ui:ki. By construction, we have u,eker Rn,: 1\DI,- A, B).
H t :
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Thus there exists a Te .//lDf^'- such that U : VT. By Propositi on 4.2 it remains to
show that Te{r1or^-.r.Bt. By Proposition 4.1 (i i i) and construction ol u, it
follows that
kr :  deg u i :max {deg f ; r  + deg u; l j :  t i i *0}  for  l :  1 , . . . , f f i
This implies deg r;; ( k,- ki for k; ( k, and tii:0 for ki> k,. Since
f (  -  l ) o ' * t  
- t
r l[ u ] , : l  o  *  |
L " (-rr-. '- l
the columns of U are linearly independent over ,//lDl, see proof '(i)+(ii)'of
Proposition4.l. Therefore Tis non-singular. Due to the special structure of I its
diagonal blocks are non-singular over "//. Thus Te GL 
-(.//lDf). n
Example 5.2
We compute a minimal basis for the input module of the system considered in





is a minimal basis of
because of Proposition
bft : 80,0, 0)r + (B - AB)(l - r, 0, 0)r 'Q - )- t
u, : (l + D(t - 1) + D2(t - 2), 0,0)t(2 - t)- | e p(D I r, B)
bt) : B(1, 1, 0)r + (B - AB)(- t, 0, 0)r. r- 1













0  D e x p ( r ) ( 2 - t ) + e x p ( f ) ( r - 3 )  - l
- t 2  D ( l - r x l  - 2 ) + 2 ( t - 2 ) - ( l  - r ) '    
I
- t 2 o l
r + D t  t + D ( t - t l + D 2 $ - 2 1  |t + D t  o  
I0 0 1
lDI3, -Bl. This is true by construction and
since
I  o. ' .  I
t r r , : r r l t  t  ' - ' l : ,
I '  '  0 l
L - r  0  0 l
in addition
t  
t  t + D t  l + D ( r - l ) + D ' ( r - 2 1
t t ( D I y B ) : l  |  l + D f  0  1 . l i l l D l '
[ - r  o o ]
with minimal indices (0,1,2).
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At least
6. Geometric indices and controllability
Following Brunovksj' (1970, p. 179) we introduce a third class of indices.
Let (A,B)e54/n"('+^) and consider K|(A,B) as in (3.1) for f ixed reR, i.e.
K|(AU), B(f)) e pn'{r+tr.. Define
r,(t):: rkR Kr(,4(r), B(t)) - rkR K'- 1(,4(r), B(D) (6.1)
for i : 0, ..., f l  - 1 and rk^ K- t(A(t), B(t\):: 0.
Let a,(t) be the number of rr(r)s which are greater or equal to i, i.e.
u , ( t ) : :  I  1  f o r i : I , . . . , f f i  ( 6 .2 )j : r l0 : ,
Since (,4, B) is analytic, it follows that r,(t): const for t e R\N, where N is a discrete set,
and at(t): const for te R\M, M c N. Then on R\N we have
0 1 r,_ r(t) a ... a ro?) a rke B(t) 1 m
and
0 1 a _ ( t ) 1  . . .  z  a r O l n
The functionS d1, .;.: a.m are called the geometric indices of (A, B\.
The following example demonstrates that the information on(A, B)contained in the
r,(r) may be lost if we consider a,(r).
Example 6.1
Consider the system given in Example 3.1 (resp. Example 5.2). Then
{  I  f o r  r : 0
ro(d : rk, B(r) : 
{, for r * o
r,(r) : 11* lB(t), B(t)l- rko B(r) :, - rr(0 :{? [: : ; 3
rr(r):1p* K(A(t), B(t)i)_  rko [B(r), B(4t : O
and (a,(r), ar(t), ar(t)): (2,1,0).
Proposition 6.1
For (A,B)es(/n"(n+^) the set of geometric indices of (A,B\ coincide with the set of
minimal indices of p(DI,- A,B) on R\N, where N is a discrete set.
Proof
The proof follows the proof of Münzner and Prätzel-Wolters (1979, p.298) for the
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time-invariant case. l-ßt Vd:: {ue.öynlldeg u < d}, then
R o.u(v) : {Kd (A, B)luo, ..., u alr I u o, ..., u o e,y'/^ |
The map
f : t< o.r1vo\ --, Vo I Yo aker R o.o
Ko lro, .'., u4fr t, uo + ... + Ddua I (vo aker R. o,o)
is a .// -right homomorphism.
Let nza:: Yonker R.o.u. Then
dimn ß"o,r14): m(d * l) - dim11 otea (6.3)
From now on we consider the system on a non-void open interval where the r,(r)s
(j : 0, ..., n - 1) as defined in (6.1) are constant. Let h(dl denote the number of indices
of p(DI,- A, B) equal to de [\. using the proof '(iv)+(i)' in proposition 4.1 we have:
h(d): 6i^n zna + dim* nd z - 2 dima zno_, (6.4)
I t  remains to show thath(d):k(d)for deN, where k(d): : , ._I_,t  ut td d' , . . . ,&^denote
the set of geometric indices of (A,B). Since L nQl: I 1: I 1:r,_, it
fo l lows that  
d:d>t  i :a '>t  i : l< i<r '    1
k(d): rd-r - ra:2 rkt Kd- r(A, B) - rkn Ko-'(A, B) - rkn Kd(A, B)
The equations rkn Kd(A, B): dim"a Ro.u(Vo_,I (6.3) and (6.4) yield
k(d) : 2 dim.o R. o,u1uo _ ) - dim o R o,u(h ) - dimn R o.u(h)
: dim t m.a I dimn vnd- 2 - 2 dim.o *a- r: h(d) n
Now we are able to characterize controllability by all of the indices discussed before.
Proposition 6.2
For (,4, B)estrf""{n+^) the following are equivalent:
(i) (A, B) is controllable.
(ii) The sum of the controllability indices of (A, B) is n.
(iii) The sum of the minimal indices of 1t(DI,- A, B) is n.
(iv) There exists a non-void open interval Ic R such that the sum of geometric
indices of (A, B) on 1 is n.
Proof
For '(i)e(ii)=+(iii)=(iv)' see Propositions 3.1, 5.2 and, 6.t. we prove '(iv)+(i)'.
m m n l n l
Let I,  u,(t):non1. Since I a,(r): I  I  t :  L r l t):rkeK(,4(r),B(r))on7,iti=  I  i= |  j=o ; , i37i ( t  j -=o
follows from Proposition 3.1 that (A, B) is controlläble. n
In Ilchmann et al. (1984, Definition 6.1) controllability for systems in differential





_, _1 le./l lOl(r+p)x(r+m) is called controllable on [/o,rr] if for any
I V  W )
zu eker P there exists a control ue,2/^ such that
. o  I t o ( t l  f o r r ( r o(2 "  - l z , ) ( t ) : t  
o  l o r  t> t ,
where zu denotes the forced motion starting from zero under control u, see (2.4).
Since controllability (cf. Ilchmann et aI. (1984), Remark 6.2) and the input module is
invariant under system equivalence (see Lemma 5.1) one can use a state-space
representation for the system matrices (cf. Ilchmann et aI. (1984), Proposition 5.7) and
the foregoing Proposition 6.2 to prove the following.
Proposition 6.3
fp -of
P:l -, -1 le-//|D1o+p)x(r+m) is controllable on an interval IeR if and only if
I V  W )
the sum of minimal indices of p(P, Q) coincides with dim ker, P.
This proposition also shows that the input module is an appropriate tool to
generalize invariant indices for time-varying systems in differential operator
representation.
In the following it will be explained how different definitions of controllability in the
case of state-space systems are related.
Definition 6.2
A system (A,B)e.il""('+') iS said to be uniformly controllable if rkr K(,4(r), B(t)):n
for every teR.
While in the single-input case this condition is equivalent o controllability and
constant r,(r)s, for multi-input systems uniform controllability is not sufficient to
guarantee the existence of a normal form. Consider, for example, thc system
/  f t  n- l \
{ o , l  l  "  l l e i l 2 x 4
\ LU t]/
and assume that there exists a Te"//2 '2 such that
_ [r o-l [t b1tLo 
' l :Lo r l
with b e.il. Then this equality implies
l - r - t  "  1
T : l ' n  
, 1  , l + c t r @ \  c e - y ' t
L "  I
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Remark 6.1
For (A, B)e36/n"(n+^) let H e dn"n' be given as in (3.4). The value of II at reR
will be denoted by H(t). Then the following implicationi hold due to the construc-
tion of II:
rk^ I1(r) : rk*H for every I e R
+ r , ( 1 ) : s s n s 1  f o r  j :  0 , . . . , n _  l
+rk* K(.4(/) , B(t)): It r,: i  o,:rkn H for every /e R
. 
In general the invers. "on"torion=rt u.. 
'*rt 
.. To see this, conside r (A, B) -
0'[; I ä]) e&2'5. rhen ro(r): rk, B(r) :2 and r,(t):0, o,; ;: i: 
'9i 
LO IJ
For the inversion [ rhe second implication consider (A, B) : (O,l : ?l). r, " "
Then \  LU 
tJ /
f t  0  Irk" K(.4(r), B(r)): .Uo 
L, I 0
and, in addition, (A, B) is uniformly controllable. But
ro(f): rk, B(f): {? [: ;13
7. Formal transfer matrix
In Ilchmann et aI. (1984, Definition 7.2) the input-output map G of a system
_ [p  -o1
'  :  
l_ ,  i  ) . .u7n1@+ 
p)x(n+mt is  in t roduced:
G:41^ --+ aln l
ur--+v(2") + wfu)l (7'r)
where z, is the forced motion starting from zero under control u, see (2.4).
In the following we introduce the formal transfer matrix G:vp-tg+w und,
analyse its connection with G. For this. let
-A/@) : : {p- t ql p e "//lDf*, q e ..//lDl}
denote the left-skew field of fractions of -//lD). This field is constructed as follows(cf' cohn (1971), p.20): For pairs (p, q)e"urnr* x,ltlDl we define an equiva-lence relation between them by the conditi,oi (pr,qr)-:(pr,a) iff there exist
u r, u, e -4/lD]* such that
u z P t : u r p z  a n d  u z 7 r : u t e z
The equivalence class containing apafu (p,q) is denoted by p'tq. The multiplication
pr tq r 'p r tqz :@rpr ) - t (u rqr )  w i th  u r ,  u re . / / lD)*  such tha t  u rpz :uzer
depends only on the equivalence classes of the factors and is associative.
For P e -//(D)n " it can be proved (analogous to the commutative case) that there
l :r:.r[; I
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exist U eGL"(.//(D)) and U'e GL. ("//(D)) such that
P :  U  d iag  (1 ,  . . . ,  1 ,  0 ,  . . . ,0 )U '
1
rth element
The number r is called the rank of P, rk P:r, and it coincides with the maximal
number of right linear independent columns or left independent rows (over -/((D)) of
P. Furthermore for n ( m(n> nr) we have
P is right- (left-) invertible iff rk P:n(:m)
Definition 7.1
f p - o a
L e t  P : l '  Y  l e " / l l D f i ^ t p l x ( r + m r .  T h e n  ö  :  v p ' Q + W e . / / ( D ) p ' ^  i sl v  w )
called the formal transfer matrix of F.
d can be associated with an operator acting on Ql^ in the following way (see (2.a))
G,,?/^ --olto
ur+(Vp tQ + tV)(v)
wi th (P-  rQ)@): :  z"  and (zu,  u)r  e M *(P,  Q)
Therefore G(u): qu; for every ue,I/^.
n v : lDj"  ; : , - l .  . / / lD)r+ptxtn+' )  is  an analyr ic  srare-space sysrem wi thL c E(D)l
constant free motion it follows that 
rt
lc (DI,)- L n + n1o111u(t)) : C(t) | _ r1s;u1s; ds + E(D:)(u(t))
for every u e'2/^.
Unfortunately the formal transfer matrices of time-varying systems do not form an
R-algebra with respect to the usual multiplication of matrices over a skew field:
If P e -//lDln'n and Qe.,//lDl'"^, then P tQ. "//(D)' " can be interpreted
as an operator on aU^ only if P is full and im Q c irn p. But the set
{P- tQe-/ / (D)"p lPe-4/ lD)  'n  fu l l  w.r . t .  . i l ,  Qe-/ / lDln"o and imQc im P} do not
form an R-algebra.  I f  P l rQr 'Pi tQr:  P- tQ and Pr,  Prare fu l l ,  in  general  P is  not
full.
Lemma 7.1
{ r, -' n + w e -t/ (D)e' ^ll :, |3f , -y'l lD1{' + nt " tr + n) is a system matrix, n . n }( .  - l t v  w l  )
is an R-algebra with respect to the following multiplication and addition:
[-n.l( v r P r ' Q ,  +  w r ) O ( v r P r ' Q r *  w r 1 : l o ,  v r . w r P -  t l  |  0  l .
l lLw' )
[ P ,  o  o lt l
P : :  |  0  P '  - O " lt . ,  :  . - ll v ,  o  -1*J
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( V r P r ' e ,  +  w , ) @ ( v r p i , e r +  W 2 ) : l - v r ,  r r r l ' '  O  l ' l n t l
L o P,J La,)* wt + w2
These operations correspond to series and parallel connections of systems, see
Rosenbrock (1970, p. 125).
Proof
we prove that P is full w.r.t. .q/. The state-space representation for system
matrices (see Ilchmann et al. (1984), p. 353) yields
f  p,  -e, f  . " f  Dr,  -B, l
l n ,  o t ,  I . L  a ,  E , (D) le ' i l lD ln t+ r t ' t n i+mt '  n i : d imker ' 'P "  i : l ' 2
Using this representation a d the fact that the full matrix
1 r , " ,  o  o l  [ r r . , o  o l
I- 
urr, Dr n, 0 | is equivalenr to I o Dr n, _ nrl:: r,
L c,  o - /oJ L c,  o _roJ
we conclude
I  P i i l  . f  P i r l
Iu,,,,;i;' l L, u; u; o i.;nl
The property full is preserved under system equivalence. Thus p is full.
Lemma 7.2
Both the formal transfer matrix and the input-output map of a system matrix areinvariant under system equivalence.
Proof
For the latter, see llchmann et ar. (r9g4, proposition 7.3 (a)). we give a proof ofthe first statement. Let
f  p, -o,fp , : 1 .
Lvt W, )
With the notation of (2.2) we obtain
X P r + V 1 : V 2 7 1 ,  - X Q r + W r : V 2 y + W 2 ,  T p 1 :  p 2 7 1 ,  _ T e r :  p z y _ e z
Using the equations in this sequence we conclude
vrP r 'e,  + Wr :  (v2Tf r  t  -  x)e, + Wt :  v2y + V2Ttp L Ler + Wz
: V 2 P ; L ( P 2 Y + T e r ) + W z : V z p z r e r + W ,  u
The following lemma is used to give a proof of the main result of this section.
A. Ilchmann
Lemma J.3
f o r "  - B l
I-et tr: I _ le,il\n1a*n)x('+m) with input-output map G given. Then
L C E(DU
there exist k(D)e -/{lD)* and N(D)e .//lD1o"^ such that (k(D)I e" G)(u): N(D)(a) for
every ue4l-.
Proof
(i) For c, b e.il we prove: (c " D-'u11u1 : ((, -:\ 
'"a)tr) 
for every
\ \  c /  )
ueQt. Multiplicatio n in .rll(D)implies cD-r :(, -i)-t" Let D-rb(u) : iuwith
\ c /
(2,,  u)e M *(D,b) and (( ,  - f )  
' . r ) t r l  
:  z" with (zu, u)e * 
. (  o- i , "u) I t  re-\ \  c /  /  \  c  /
mains to show that ciu: zu. Since the kernel of ( O -i) consists only of analytic
\ c /
functions (see ilchmann et al. (1984), Lemma 2.5) and zuand iuhave bounded support,
the proof is achieved ,f ( , _ i)nr, - z,) :0. The latter follows t o ( O- 9)t.tl :
\  c, /  \  c/
(Dc - ö)(2"):  cD(z,) :  cbu:( ,  - ! \O"1.
\ c /
(ii) Let 1(c;;)) : C and k: k,,( o -?\. ofol be a least common left multiple of" \  
c i i /
f  e , , l  )| D - ? l r " + 0 ,  1 < i ( p ,  I  < " r < r n f .
t  c i i l  )
Applying (i) we conclude
(kI o" G)(u): (k1, " ((c,r)) " D I B + kl p" E(D))(u)
/  / /  r . . \  1  \  \
: l k t r . (  (  D -  :  I  c , , l n  + H e E ( D ) l @ )
\  \ \  ( i i /  /  /
:: N(D)(u) tr
Proposition 7.1
f  p, -o,1
Let  t r , : l  
- '  
, ' '  le , l l fDl ( t r i+p)x(r i+n)  wi th input-output  map C,  and formal
LV' Wt )
transfer matrix d, be given, i:1,2. Then d, : Grfi Glu): G2@)for every ue,?/-.
Proof
Because of Lemma 7.2 and the state-space r presentation for system matrices (see
Ilchmann et al. (1984), Proposition 5.7) we may assume without restriction of
generality that
*^: l ' ' - '^  
-1- l  
e. i l fDl tnrv)xtn^+m), r  : r ,2
LC^ E^(D)f
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Let ((c|})):Ctfor A:1,2 and k(D) be a least common left multiple of
f l  i l ' \ l  '  ){ l D -  # ) l r ! ' + 0 ,  I  < i ( p ,  I  ( j ( n ,  ) " : t . 2 1l.\ cii/| " )
Nr(D) : : k(D)I e(C ^D- t In^B^ + E ^ (D))e -//lDfo,^ for I : l, 2. Use of Lemma 7.3
implies (k(D)"(c1 -Gr))i(u):(Nl(D)-Nr(D))(u). From lrchmann et ar. (1984,
Appendix) the following implication is known for arbitrary N(D)e.//lDlr'-: If
N(D)(u):0 for every ueQl^ then N(D): Q. This completes the proof. I
8. Dynamical indices
The introduction of the formal transfer matrix in $ 7 enables us to define a fourth
class of indices.
Definition 8.1
fp -o1Let  t r : l  
-  
'  
l e . l l lD fh+p)x tn+mt  and G:Vp- re+w.  The min ima l  in_L V  w )
dices of the "t/fDf-right module
,26 : : {u e -/t lDl^ | Gu e "/{ lDfn }
are called the dynamical indices of G.
Forney (1975, Chap. 7) considers proper rational input_output maps
G(s): R(s)- -+ R(s)r and the minimal indices of the rational u..io. ,pul"
{(u(s), G(s)u(s))r I u(s) e R(s)-} which he calls rhe 'dynamical indices, of G(s). Münzner
and Prätzel-Wolters (1979) show that these indices coincide with those of the module
{u(s) e R[s]'lG(s)a(s) e R[s],]. Forney (1975) proves that the set of dynamical indices
of G(s) and the set of controllability indices of a certain realization of G(s) coincide.
This result generalizes as follows.
Definition 8.2
_ [p -o1IP: | '  lcf I) l@+o)x(r+m) is called obseruable if I/acts as a monomorphisml v  w  ) ' ' "
on ker." P.
It can be shown that tr is observable if and only if p and v are right coprime, i.e.
thereexist  Re.y' l fDln""andse-/ / lD], 'psuchthatRp+sI/ :1,(seel lchmannetal .
(1e84) $ 6).
Proposition 8.1
fp -olLet lP: | '  le./(lDft,+o)x(,+m) be observable. Then on6: pe,e).L V  W )
Proof
We use the notation as above.
'c ' :  Let  u€n26.  Then
z : : p - L eu : (R p + S Z)p - | eu : Reu + S(c _ W)u e "// lD]'.
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'= ': For u e "//lDf^ there exists z e "//lDl' such that Pz : Qu. Then
Gu:V, +Wue"// lDlP. tr
Corollary 8.1
tp  -o1
L e t  P : l : ,  , i  l e " u t o l t n + p t x ( n + n t  b e  o b s e r v a b l e  a n d  G : v p - t Q + w
L V  W J
Then the set of dynamical indices of G and the set of minimal indices of p(P,Q)
coincide.
9 Characterization of system equivalence and a complete set of invariants
The analysis of the input module enables us to give a characterization of system
equivalent controllable time-varying systems. These results are known for time-
invariant state-space systems, cf. Popov (1972).
Proposition 9.1
tp -of  f  p '  -o '1
L. t  p :  
L ;  ö  ) . * r r1 t '  
t  p txo+mt  and n ' :  
f rz ,  i  ) . r r r1Q' ,p tx ( r  
lm l
be both controllable. Then 
w =
p .= P'  i t r  p(P, Q):  p(P' ,  Q')  and VP- |QYV'P'-  rg '  + W'
Proof
For every system matrix there exists a system-equivalent s ate-space representa-
tion (see Ilchmann et al. (1984), Proposition 5.7). Furthermore controllability, input
module and formal transfer matrix are invariant under system equivalence.
Therefore we assume without restriction of generality that
t :  [ ' j '  : ,8^1r* ro l ( ,+p)x (4+nr  and f  o t ' '  
-  B ' f
L c E(D)l  
/ lDl tn+ptx(n+nt P' :  
L; l  n 'Ol)e-4lDfd 
+p)\(n +n)
'+': Immediately by Lemma 5.1.
' + ' :
( i )Weprovetha tker (o . r :ker , (o . r , imp l ies (0 .8 ) , : . (0 .8 ' ) .  Le tB: Ib r , . . . ,b^ l
and B' : lb ' r . . . ,  b i , l  for i :1, . . . ,m. k,  (resp. ki)  denote the control labi l i ty indices
of (0, B) (resp. (0, B')). Then
H : lb r ,  6 r ,  . . . ,  b(1, -  t ) ,  b r ,  . . . ,  b*^ L) l  e GL, ( .&)
and
H' : lb' t, ü' r, ..., b'y', 
- tt, b'r.. ..., b'#, - r)f e GL,, ("// )
S ince  ker  Ro, :  ker .Ro,u ,  we have {k r , . . . , k^ \1  :  {k ' r , . . . , k ; } .  Le t
k i -  |
" : 
Eo 
DL1- 11^ u, with u t : (0, ..., 0, a t, 0, ..., 0lr e "//^
t
ith row
f o r  i e  { \ , . . . , ^ }  a n d  a ^ * 0  f o r  s o m e , t e { 0 , . . . , k , - 1 } .  T h e n  u f  k e r R o , ,  a n d  s o
u$ker Ke,s, ,  which impl ies f t r (k l .  On the other  hand k{kt .  Thus k ' :k ' i for
l ( i ( m .
Since tr and F, are controllable it follows that ü : i X,: i 0,,:r,. Let
T : :H 'H- teGL, ( - t / ) .  Then H ' :TH,  i .e .  6 t< i t : f f i , i t  i ; , f  l ( i ( r r ,j  :0, . . . ,  k i -  l .  Since.there exists a unique u,e , / / ,  such that Hu,:6\k,) , the assump_
tion implies H'u,:6'!',). Therefore Tb\k) - THu,: H,ur: blttrl fo, I ( i s< nr. Thisyields (Tb!r)  :  r@li t . ) '  for I  (  i  {m, j :  0, . . . ,  k,-  |  and'  TH' :gH| _ff i  :0.  i ,particular TB : B'. Since f: 0 we have proved (0, B) : (0, BJ.(ii) It remains to prove: 
- 
ker .Ko," : ker .Ks,r, and C(DI,)- t n + n1O1:C'(U,f t.B' + E'(D) ilnlV F 5 p,. By (i) ,ä- hun. . C@I:)-'A + niOi:C'(DI,)-LTB + E'(D). Since p is controllable there exist 'Se"//[D1n'n' 'nO
Re.//lDf^" ' such that D1"S + BR: I, (see Ilchmann et al. lteS+;, Theo_
rem 6.4). Therefore (CD-rg + E(D)R :(C,D-1TB + E,(D)R or equiv_
alently (cD- t BR - C' D- l TBR) : (E' (D) - E(D))R. Since T is constant we have
D- rT: TD- L. Thus the following equivalent equations are valid:
(c - c,T)D- r(1" _ DS) :(E'(D)_ E(D)R
(c - c,T)(1"_ sD) : (8,(D) _ E(D)RD
(C - C'r):((E'(D) - E(D))R + (C _ C,n$D
Comparing the coefficients we conclude C : C'T and E(D): E,(D). I
If no outputs are considered the following corollary clarifies the relation between
the input module and the solution vector space of a system, see (2.3).
Corollary 9.1
Let tr , : lP,,Q,)e-/{ lDl ,x(a+n) for i :1,2 be both control lable. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) trt 5 Pt
(ä )  1 t (PyQ) :  p (Pr ,Qr )
(iii) there exists a map
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with I!!!!!. eGL,(.ülD]), ye -//lDf,^
Ilchmann et al. (1984, Proposition a.2@)).
In Ilchmann et al. (1984, Proposition 7.3) system equivalence is characterized in
terms of the input-output map. using proposition 7.1 this can now be carried out




f  :  M (P r ,  Q ) - -+  M(P2 ,  Q2)
0-[l 0
f p, -o,1
Let  P,  :  |  . ,  -_ '  I .  . .y ' / lD11n+ot" t "*d, ( i  :  1 ,2)  beL4 W, _J both controllable and
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observable. Then
F ,  E  F ,  1 t r  V i r t Q r + W r : V z P i t Q r + W ,
For controllable state-space systems a complete set of invariants of similarity is
given in the following.
Remqrk 9.2
Let (A,B)€91""{n+^) be a controllable system with controllabil i ty indices
kr,...,k^. We use the notation as in (3.4). Then there exists a unique matrix
Ü : lür, ..., ü^f e u//" ^ such that
lö(ö- t b r)k't, ..., 0(0 | b ^ 1tr '^t1 : gg
Le t  ü , : ( ( u ! )o , . . . , ( u ! )u , - t , . . . , ( u ! )o , . . . , ( u i ) o^  ) r  e . / / '  whe re  (u j ) ,  i s  om i t t ed  i f
k.i:0, ,te N. Then by construction of H we know that necessarily
( r i ) ^ : o  f o r  { 1 ' *  t  < 2 < f t i -  I
I t t :  k land i  < j  
(9 '1)
Using this notation we obtain:
Proposition 9.2
Let (A,B),(A',B')e.i l" (tr+n) both be controllable. Then (.4, B):'(A',8') iff
üi: ü't and k, : k' i for i : l , .. ., m.
Proof
'ä: Let (.4,8) and (A',8') be similar via TeGL"(,i l). Lemma3.1 yields
THü i :70@- tb , | t o ' t  -  ö ' ( ö ' - r b ' ) ( k r :  H 'ü ' r  f o r  1 (  i (m .
? ': Without restriction of generality assume A: A' :0. Let 7:: H'H-t.
Th"n Tb(&":THüi :H'ü ' i :b ' .&t  for  1(  j (n .  Arguing as in  ( i )  o f  the proof  of
Proposition 9.1 completes the proof. n
The following example illustrates how to construct a system with a presented list of
invariants.
Example 9.1
L e t ( k r , k z , k ) : ( 2 , 0 , 1 ) a n d  U : l u r , u 2 , u 3 ) e d 3 " 3 .  B e c a u s e  o f  ( 9 . 1 )  l e t  Ü  b e
of the following structure
H : :  l e r o , e l y e r o f  : :  I ,
,:l:,1 ;]
l e r r , r , e2y r ,e tx r f  i :  Ü ,Ko : :  B : :  l e ro ,ezo , " r . r :  f l  :  : l
l o o  l l
and
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t0 elK r : : l e r , , e r , . e . , l :  I  I  € z r  0  |  :  - A K o + K o
lo r)
which implies
[o-l [ "lt t t la L - -  -  |  '  1 , , . :  - l  o  ILoJ lr)
where
A : :  l a r , a 2 , a 3 )
and
lal [a-lt t t le z r : - d . a r * l O l : l r l
Lot Lol
l "  I  t ' d e 1  t ' ä d lK r : : l e r r , e z z . e t z l : l O . t r r . r r r l  - A K r + K , :  - O l t  d  0 l +  
l 0  
,  
i  Ifc _l Lo o fJ lo o ll
which implies
["-]
l u l : - " ,L.l
So (,4, B) with invariants (2,0,l) is determined.
In general one obtains:
Proposition 9.3
Let kr, ..., k-e N with f ki : n be given and Ü e.d'"^ which satisfies
(9.1). Then there exists a controllable system (A,B)e.d' x(r+n) with invariants
k t ,  . . . ,  k ^ .
Proof
Le t  H  : :  I n : :  l e ro , . . . ,  € r , k r_  r ,  €2s ; . . . ;  e ^ , x^_  t f
L€ r ,u r , . . . ,  e ^ , * ^ l i :  U ,  Ko : :  B  : :  1e1s , . . , ,  € ^s f
Now successively the columns of AH are defined:
K r  i : .  l e r r ,  . . . ,  € ^ t ) :  -  , 4Ko  *  Ko
Ko : :  l e ro ,  . . . ,  e ^a l :  -  AKa- t  *  Ko .   ,
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where d: mäX {k,11 ( , ( ru}. The so constructed system (A, B) has the invariants
kr ,  " , ,  k^ .  I
Remark 9.3
It is important to choose t7 in Propositiong.3 with entries in .il, not in
.//. Otherwise in general for arbitrary given indices kr, ..., k^e 0\ there does not exist
an  ana ly t i c  sys tem (A,84e.g ' " t ' * ^ t .  Le t  fo r  example  n :m:k t : l  and  ur : t - r .
T h e n  H :  l : K o : B  a n d  K r : r - 1 :  - ( - r - 1 ) . 1 + 0 .
Therefore (A, B): (-t-t, 1). But the system (D + t-')(t): u is not of interest
since ker-, (D + t-til: {rt-llre R}. That means D + t-r is not full w.r.t..i l.
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